GOVERNMENT OVERVIEW

Maintaining the highest standards of
workspace transformation for public agencies
Effective, compliant and budget-friendly:
Government entities face unique IT challenges that derive from the
great pressures to efficiently control the IT environment and ensure
safe services to citizens and specialized constituents. These include
highly secure Department of Defense interfaces to multi-user kiosks
found in libraries and DMVs, or managing devices in first responder vehicles.
Persystent Suite offers public agencies an
efficient and cost-effective solution that provides
distinct "wins" across the organization in
support mission critical goals such as:

•
•
•
•

Ensuring PC availability and productivity.
Preserving the integrity of multi-user PCs like selfserve DMV kiosks, libraries, etc...
Enabling a compliant & secure environment:
Meets FIPS standards for change control.
Self-healing solve a multitude of break/fix issues
quickly; returning users to productivity in under
a minute.

•
•

NIST 800-88 compliant , DoD recommended
secure hard drive erasure.

•

Lifecycle automations drive down TCO and bridge
the challenges associated with modernizing the
infrastructure.

•

Maintaining applicable security clearances.

Removing/preventing shadow IT (unauthorized
activity).

CONTACT US TO SCHEDULE A DEMO

(813) 444-2231
sales@utopicsoftware.com
www.utopicsoftware.com

Persystent’s wide array of integrated capabilities and proprietary technological
differences make a qualitative and measurable impact for municipalities, counties,
state and federal agencies, law enforcement, as well as contractors doing work for
the government.
USE CASES FOR PUBLIC AGENCIES - End-to-End Automation Overview
• Self-healing: Provide cost-effective help desk and responsive PC support
• Zero-Touch: Maintain re-applicable compliant compute environments through
automated builds, upgrades, optimizations, etc...
• Secure Hard Drive Wipe: NIST 800-88 compliant and , DoD recommended
to manage PC reassignment and/or retirement
• OS Migration: Easier workspace transformation, modernizing infrastructure
• PC Refresh: Manage multiple images for multiple PCs ; ensuring user has
right technologies and applications to achieve business goals
• Disaster Recovery: Response and recovery from any impact situation.
Adjusting to a digital transformation As the public sector looks to
mobilize its government workforce across distributed locations, each
requires secure access to agency data and applications. This new model
causes various IT challenges around network optimization, secure content, uptime,
and, availability for any agency. Persystent Suite develops and manages the necessary
automations to minimize the complexity associated with delivering and modernizing
these assets. By removing layers of manual intervention, it returns ITs focus to
resources best applied to more predictable, precise and repeatable results.

Persystent pays off.
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Persystent pays off.

Intelligent workspace transformation starts with automation

How we helped:
ZERO-TOUCH IMAGING: Public agencies rely on a unique
interdependence of day-to-day business solutions, necessary
transparency, immediate response service capability and strict
compliance mandates. The challenge bridged by Persystent's zero-touch imaging
capability drives the need to reduce costs yet still ensure continuous availability
and enable a workspace transformation towards a modern IT landscape.
This includes SaaS, cloud solutions and end point management while still ensuring
compute availability, controlled images, and a compliant configuration. It is
Persystent's automations that drive continuous value throughout the lifecycle of
the PC–from initial build to periodic updates to retirement.

THE PROBLEM:
Long Beach VA Hospital wanted to upgrade
and automate the imaging process for multiple
platforms and apply an automated zero-touch
approach. The VA was experiencing high call
volumes of support calls, remote assist and

COMPLIANCE: Persystent significantly reduces the compliance
burden by automatically ensuring PCs stay at a desired state and
provide reporting and auditing to conform with compliance. The
self-healing capability supports several key compliance tenets
including the means to address poor PC performance, corruptive action or
misconfiguration through automated corrective action. Additionally, Persystent
demonstrates control over infrastructure, automates change management
processes, prevents application drift, and enforces granular policies.

deskside visits related to misconfiguration

DEVICE READINESS: Persystent Suite enables users to enjoy a more
reliable and optimized compute environment. From municipalities
to state and federal departments, it provides continuous availability
and supports the introduction of incremental and controlled changes without
interruption. Persystent's ability to reapply the desired state in under a minute
improves ensures PCs continuously perform at optimal levels. Implemented
effectively, it allows agencies to mitigate common risks, adhere to compliance
mandates and ultimately realize enhanced business value. Most critical is the
ability to ensure predictable performance through device readiness because
sometimes uptime/availability can be a life or death situation!

OUR ACTION:

and end-user self-induced errors.

OUR ACTION:
We provided and helped install an automated
imaging and self-healing solution for over 3600
workstations and laptops and online medical
devices

Within 60 days, the hospital IT staff noted a significant
decrease in escalated break/fix calls. Similarly, due to
the speed and accuracy of self-healing, they noted
a drastic reduction in resolution times and user
downtime. Additionally, they recorded zero failures
when updating and distributing updated snapshots
for the ideal image. IT administration acknowledged
the solution achieved Total Economic Impact
(ROI + lowered TCO). The hospital passed HIPAA
audits in those categories.

Utopic Software is a leading agent to facilitate workspace transformation: End-User Compute (EUC),
IT Operations, Unified End Point Management (EUM), and Security strategies.
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